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Opening Words: “A Renewed Hope for This World,” by Nathan Ryan 

or 

“Spirit of life, be present with us,” by Kathy A Huff 

Reading: “Yes, We Can Have Hope,” by Roshi Joan Halifax 

Closing Words: “Bring Happiness,” by Barbara Cheatham 

or 

“That which is worthy of doing,” by Steve J Crump 

Music 

Singing the Living Tradition 

84 How Far Can Reach a Smile? 

95 There Is More Love Somewhere 

402 From You I Receive, To You I Give 

Singing the Journey 

1012 When I Am Frightened 

1021 Lean On Me 

1029 Love Knocks and Waits for Us to Hear 



Phillip Lund

The Change We Hope to Bring 

Back in August of 2016, I made a Sunday morning visit to one of the small, 

rural congregations you can find in any of the thirteen states covered by 

the MidAmerica Region. I don’t remember what I preached about that 

morning, but I do remember a conversation I had with some of the 

founding members during social hour.


“Does the UUA have some material that explains what Unitarian 

Universalism is?” they asked. “If we had something like that to leave 

around town, maybe people would find out who we are and they might 

want to come visit us.”


I agreed with them that Unitarian Universalism could benefit from an easy 

explanation of what it is. For years we were often confused with the 

Unification Church (“Are you the ones who do those mass weddings?”), 

and we’re still often mistaken for Unity, the Missouri-based “spiritual 

community dedicated to advancing spiritual awakening and transformation 

in the world.”
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I didn’t necessarily agree, however, that leaving pamphlets explaining 

UUism around town would attract people. You see, interest in religion has 

been steadily declining in America since before the turn of the century. 

Fewer people are affiliating with a specific faith tradition; and of those who 

do, fewer are members of a church, synagogue, or mosque; and even 

fewer of those people actually attend worship services on a regular basis.


But I told those founding members I would check into it and see what kind 

of materials the UUA had to offer. So the following day I got in touch with 

Carey McDonald, who was at that time the UUA's Outreach Director and is 

currently serving as our association’s Executive Vice President. Carey told 

me that outreach means much more than leaving literature around town. In 

fact, he said that he had recently published a blog post on the subject.


“When you talk about what your congregation offers,” Carey wrote, “think 

‘join our cause’ instead of ‘join our club.’ Show what your congregation 

does, how it helps people live better lives and make a better world, instead 

of only talking about what a great community you offer.” 


Carey went on to say that
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The key to successful outreach amid the changing religious landscape, 

particularly with the unaffiliated or Spiritual But Not Religious sets, will 

likely be to speak to why people would want to show up in the first place, 

not just what can keep them there year after year. Describe what we offer 

for learning, yearning and working for our values. We can’t assume people 

are already looking for a church on Sunday mornings, because in fact 

we’re competing for their time and attention against sleeping in, talking a 

walk, soccer practice, Facebook and brunch. We have to focus on what 

we DO as UUs, not just who we are.


Recently, I was reminded of those words, “Join Our ‘Cause,’ Not Our 

‘Club,’” when I ran across another blog post, this time from Dan 

Hotchkiss, who has served as a Unitarian Universalist parish minister, 

denominational executive, and senior consultant for the Alban Institute. In 

his post, “Two Kinds of Customers,” Dan says


A church is more than a buyer’s club, a co-op that delivers maximum 

religious benefit to members at the lowest cost. A good congregation puts 

its shoulder to a bigger wheel: transforming lives in ways no one can 

predict, in harmony with the congregation’s purpose. Our success is 

measured by the good we do, not by how satisfied we are.
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Like Carey McDonald, Dan Hotchkiss is telling us that a congregation 

needs to be more than a club, an organization whose purpose is to deliver 

spiritual benefits to its members. To compete in this world of the 

unaffiliated and the Spiritual But Not Religious, we have to focus on the 

good we do.


Now I know that this talk of “customers” and “competition” might be a 

little off-putting. But ultimately, we’re talking about the survival of our 

congregations and our association in a culture that is less and less 

interested in traditional religious communities. No matter when your 

congregation was established—10, 25, 50, or 100 years ago—we need to 

be thinking about what it will it take for your congregation to still be here in 

another 15 or 20 years.


To get us thinking along those lines, Dan Hotchkiss turns to management 

consultant Peter Drucker, who “suggests asking a question that can, in 

faith-based institutions, be a little shocking: ‘Who is your customer?’”


Non-profits, Drucker says, have two kinds of customers:
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The primary customer is the person whose life you hope to change. A 

soup kitchen’s primary customer is a hungry person willing to be fed. For a 

suicide help line, it’s the desperate person willing to receive support. A 

university serves many customers, including students, consumers of 

scholarly research, and the community around it.


Non-profits also have supporting customers, which Drucker defines as 

“volunteers, members, partners, funders, referral sources, employees, and 

others who must be satisfied.” Supporting customers include everyone 

whose support you need in order to change the lives of primary 

customers.


It’s tempting to say simply, “Our primary and supporting customers are the 

same—our members.”


Dan Hotchkiss says


That kind of thinking is the mark of a congregation in decline. Most of your 

supporting customers are members already, but if your congregation 

succeeds, ten years from now most of its members will be new. You need 
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to keep the current members satisfied, but in planning for the future, a top 

priority must be your next 20 or 100 or 500 members.


In fact, most of your primary customers have yet to cross the threshold.


Here’s where Carey McDonald’s invitation to “think ‘join our cause’ instead 

of ‘join our club’” comes in.


According to Dan Hotchkiss, “Critics of American religion say that it caters 

too much to the likes and dislikes of its members—enhancing lives—at the 

expense of the real mission of a faith community, which is to transform 

lives for the better.”


Any congregation that is focused on enhancing the lives of its members—

the supporting customers—is at risk of becoming irrelevant…“join our 

club.” Only those congregations that are focusing on transforming the lives 

of those in need—the primary customers—are likely to survive…“join our 

cause.”
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The good new is, as Dan Hotchkiss points out, “supporting customers 

make it possible for congregations to change lives. Sometimes along the 

way, they find that their own lives are changed as well.”


So, you might ask, what does it take for a congregation to transform lives? 

To answer that, I’d like to share with you a short video by Reverend Sam 

Wells, vicar of St Martin-in-the-Fields in central London, and Visiting 

Professor of Christian Ethics at King’s College London.


“I want you to imagine that you're in a very busy place, a bit like I'm 

standing here now, and you're in a big city and you see a homeless 

person. I want to suggest there are four things that you can do.


“The first thing is to decide that homelessness is a terrible problem in the 

big city in which you're standing and to go away and form an organization 

that will deal with homelessness, perhaps remove homelessness 

altogether, form a board of people like yourself who are determined to do 

something about it.


“Then the second option that you have is to get a whole large group of 

people together to work on the issue, including homeless people 
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themselves, but also local businesses, the local authority, and other 

charities, perhaps other churches to work with you.


“And the third option you have is actually to go up to the homeless person, 

maybe to buy them a cup of coffee and to sit down, discuss the local 

football results, the local plans for the Olympics, or whatever is on any of 

everybody else's mind.


“And the fourth option you have is to go away and to go home, back to 

your apartment or back to your house, and to blog about homelessness, 

and say that too many people use the wrong language about homeless 

people—they shouldn't refer to the homeless, they should refer to people 

as individuals with their own stories.


“And I want suggest there's a name for each of these four approaches. 

The approaches where you see the problem of homelessness and go away 

and set up an organization, that's what I call working for.


“The second I would call working with: you’ve brought together a body of 

all different kinds of people including the homeless person themselves and 
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local businesses and so on, that's what I’d call working with. it’s a little bit 

like community organizing.


“And the third approach where you sit down and have a cup of coffee and 

discuss the Premier League in England or the, the league in, the football 

games in Amsterdam, that’s called being with because there's no working 

going on you're simply enjoying, being, the sharing the company and the 

conversation of another person.


“And then the last approach where you go and home and you write your 

blog and you tell everybody else that they use the wrong language about 

homelessness that's called being, that’s called being for.


“Now I want to look a little bit more closely about where these four 

different approaches have things in common and where they differ.


“The two that end with for, working for and being for, what they have in 

common is that you never actually need to talk to or meet an individual 

homeless person at all. What they have in common is that you think you 

already know the answer and you understand the homeless person only 

by what they haven't got, a home. They haven't got a home. You’ve got 
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lots of intelligence and ideas and networks and friends and you can fix it in 

the case of working for you fix it actively by creating an organization that 

solves problems. In the case of being for you fix it verbally by making sure 

the whole of society talks and therefore thinks the way you do.


“Being with is the only approach that puts the homeless person at the 

center of the story and doesn’t assume that that person is a problem that 

either I or they need to fix. It looks into the mystery of the reality of that 

person's life and cherishes that person's life for its assets for what what is 

good about it, where the skills are, where the flourishing life is, and doesn't 

start with its deficits, the fact that it's simply that person simply doesn't 

have a home.”


Sam Wells goes on to say that, according to his calculations, 90% of the 

ministry of Jesus was “being with.” In fact, Wells has said that “with” is the 

most important word in theology, and I couldn’t agree with him more. 

“Being with” is a no-strings-attached way of being present to another 

human being, and it is the key to “transforming lives in ways no one can 

predict,” as Dan Hotchkiss puts it.
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Now I’d like to share with you another video that I think is a perfect 

example of “being with.” It’s from KSL-TV, a television station in Salt Lake 

City.


“Tai Chi lessons bring exercise and hope for Salt Lake City's homeless”


By Alex Cabrero 


SALT LAKE CITY — Thanks to volunteer instructor Bernie Hart, morning 

Tai Chi lessons at the Salt Lake City Library bring exercise and hope to the 

city's homeless.


“Blank stares” is what Hart says he was met with when he first talked 

about setting up the program.


“It was like they couldn’t understand…the event and the ideas,” he said.


Five months ago, Hart went to the library, knowing that many of the cities 

homeless also went there in the mornings.


“We didn’t know what to expect. We started with an idea and nobody,” 

Hart said.
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But nobody soon turned into one, then a few, and now as many as 40 

people come in the morning to practice Tai Chi as their morning workout.


For many, it allows them to simply have a time in their day where they get 

to focus on something other than being homeless.


Fred Davis came to Salt Lake City two years ago, and is among the cities 

homeless population.


“It’s still kind of hard, you know, to get by day to day,” he said.


“We’re really exploring an idea about how motion and movement 

influences how we think about things,” Hart said about the program.


But the morning lessons offer the chance to take his mind off his trouble— 

at least for a few minutes—and help him get a good exercise.


“It gets you moving and your body feels wonderful after you finish,” Davis 

said.
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Of course, Hart knows that Tai Chi isn’t going to solve the city’s homeless 

problem—that’s going to take more than morning exercise—but he just 

wants people of feel better about themselves.


“They see changes and something happening,” Hart said about his class 

participants.


And for the homeless, change can lead to hope.


[NOTE: Not a transcription of the video, but the printed news item that 

accompanied it on the station’s website.]


Sam Wells would agree, I think, that this is a perfect example of the kind of 

“being with” he talks about in his video.


That news report, by the way, was from February 2017. And I’m happy to 

say that tai chi at the public library in Salt Lake City is still going strong. In 

fact, the Salt Lake Tribune published an article about it on May 13th of this 

year. That article has some additional information that makes me love this 

program all the more.
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We find out, for example, that “everyone who participates is greeted with a 

warm cup of coffee and a breakfast burrito. After tai chi, everyone turns in 

a ticket that they can exchange for $2 or a pack of hand-rolled cigarettes.”


We also learn Bernie and Marita Hart, the couple who started Salt Lake 

City Street Tai Chi, are 81 and 79 years old, and they’ve been doing this for 

seven years. That means they were both in their seventies when they 

started this program.


And we learn that Bernie and Marita, along with Lisa Hyte, who helps brew 

the coffee and cook the breakfast burritos for tai chi in the mornings, are 

members of the First Unitarian Church in Salt Lake City. They say that 

“together, they got the church to let them use the kitchen four days a week 

to prepare the food and coffee for tai chi.”


There are some lessons about outreach that I think we can learn from this 

story.


One is that a few people can make a big difference. First Unitarian Church 

in Salt Lake City has 290 members, yet only three of their members are 
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regularly involved in tai chi in the mornings. But a congregation of almost 

any size could offer its members the same kind of support.


Another learning is that age has nothing to do with it. Bernie and Marita 

Hart are both around 80 years old, yet they’ve made it a priority in their 

lives to be present, “to be” with others.


One more lesson: they call it “Salt Lake City Street Tai Chi” because that’s 

where the people are: on the streets. That’s where Bernie and Marita are 

showing up, being with, and transforming lives.


And I’m beginning to think that’s really what’s at the heart of any sort of 

outreach effort.


I can’t tell you what I preached about that morning in 2016 when I visited 

one of the many small, rural congregations I work with. But I do remember 

exactly what I said in another sermon I preached later that year.


It was in December, just a month after 2016 presidential election. There 

was a feeling amongst many religious liberals and spiritual progressives 
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that the most vulnerable people in our society were becoming the 

scapegoats of the political movement led by the president elect.


I was participating in a worship service at our associations’s headquarters 

in Boston, during the annual gathering of the UUA’s congregational life 

staff. The focus of my message was what Jim Wallis, president and 

founder of the Christian social justice organization Sojourners, calls the 

Matthew 25 Test.


Wallis asks,


How do we decide where and how to focus our ministry, energy, staff, 

time, and gifts? How do we be good stewards of our calling? I think that 

Matthew 25:31-46 provides the answer. The key moment in the passage is 

when Jesus says:


I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me 

something to drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked 

and you gave me clothing, I was sick and you took care of me, I was in 

prison and you visited me … Just as you did it to one of the least of these 

who are members of my family, you did it to me. 
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Speaking in Washington, D.C., with a group of clergy and families 

protesting against Trump’s cabinet appointments, Wallis said that this 

“test” has become a “simple pledge”: I will protect and defend vulnerable 

people.


I repeated the phrase: I will protect and defend vulnerable people.


And then I asked my colleagues to say it with me: “I will protect and 

defend vulnerable people.”


I realize now that this “pledge” was more about “being for,” as Sam Wells 

might say. And while I appreciate the sentiment, I would ask that we make 

a different sort of pledge today, one that might guide us as we think about 

how we want to reach out and share our values with the world.


“I will show up and be with vulnerable people,” is the pledge I would make 

today. It’s the same pledge I would ask of every congregation that wants 

to be more than a club to make: “We will show up and be with vulnerable 

people.” And that is a cause I would not hesitate to ask other to join.
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